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Abstract
In various industries, the set of frequently occurring items is
required for taking important decisions. There are few
algorithms which are used to extract frequently occurring
item sets from the given database. The basic problem with
these algorithms is the generation of candidate item sets
before producing frequent item set. This causes waste of time
and space. FP Growth is the most efficient and scalable
approach among the existing techniques. But it still generates
a massive number of conditional FP trees. So we propose an
improvement for FP tree based technique which does not use
conditional FP trees. It generates FP trees using Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure. For this we propose an
algorithm that scans the database and generates FP trees as
DAG so that we can generate frequent patterns directly using
DAG without generating conditional FP trees. Also the paper
discusses the system with respect to parallel mining using
MapReduce concept. This proves to be better in terms of time
and space compared to single machine environment.

Keywords: Zero-suppressed BDD, MapReduce, Parallel
Mining, Frequent Itemset Mining.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mining association rules is an important research field on
Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) presented
firstly by R. Agrawal and R. Shrikant [1]. These rules
represent the interesting associations or relations between
item sets in databases. Generally apriori algorithm and its
improved versions were used to extract frequent item sets.
These algorithms make use of character “all subsets of
frequent patterns are frequent”. But they generate plenty
of candidate item sets in mining process, and need to scan
the original database many times, thus the mining
efficiency is cut down. To overcome these disadvantages
FP-growth [2] algorithm is used. But this algorithm
generates large number of conditional FP trees. So the
efficiency of the FP-growth algorithm is not reasonable.
Thus we propose a system with alternate approach called
Directed Acyclic Graph [3] using MapReduce which
increases efficiency of mining frequent patterns from
given database.

Apriori algorithm is traditionally used algorithm to mine
frequent patterns from the given datasets. It works
efficiently but still has disadvantages.
 Apriori algorithm generates number of candidate
item sets. This requires more memory.
 Also it needs to scan dataset over and over again.
This requires a lot time.
2.2

Fp-growth algorithm

FP-growth algorithm overcomes all the disadvantages of
apriori. It scans the dataset only twice and also do not
generate number of candidate item sets. The algorithm
uses prefix tree concept. The FP tree is generated to store
the item and their occurrences. The path can be detected
by traversing the tree bottom-up manner. Still this
approach has few disadvantages.
 The algorithm is dependent upon number of items.
As the number of items increases in the dataset, it
requires more memory to store the increased tree
structure.
 The algorithm generates large number of conditional
trees. This also requires time and memory.

3. BASIC CONCEPTS
3.1Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a compact canonical
graph representation of Boolean formulae. It is a Directed
Acyclic Graph data representation, similar to binary
decision tree, except identical sub-trees are merged. There
exist efficient BDD library routines which promote their
canonicity and allow intermediate computation results to
be reused. Zero-suppressed Binary Decision Diagrams
(ZBDDs) [4] are a special type of BDDs which are used
for efficient manipulation. The secondary data structure
to store BDD is bitmap array. BDDs have two important
properties:
 Equivalent sub trees are shared (canonical) ;

2. RELATED WORK
2.1Apriori algorithm
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 Computation results are stored for future reuse
(referred as BDD’s caching principle).
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A ZBDD is a special kind of BDD which was introduced
for efficient analysis [5], [6]. More specifically, a ZBDD
is a BDD with two reduction rules:
 Merging Rule: Merge identical sub trees. Figure 1
shows the merging rule.

Figure 1 Merging Rule
 Zero-suppression Rule: Delete nodes whose 1-child
node is the sink-0, and replace them with their 0child. Figure 2 shows Zero-suppression rule.

Figure 3 MapReduce Framework

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1System Architectural Model

Figure 2 Zero-suppression Rule
3.2Parallel Computing Using MapReduce
MapReduce [7]-[10] is a software framework with
favorable user operability and this framework can be
realized by just implementing the corresponding
interfaces, classes, and other operations. Applications
implemented with this framework can run on large-scale
cluster. The composition of the cluster is transparent for
applications, and as a good fault tolerance of framework,
applications can reliably handle large-scale data sets in
parallel. Figure 3 shows the MapReduce framework. We
use this framework upon Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) for efficient use.
MapReduce framework usually partitions the input data
sets to several independent data blocks, and each data
block will be processed by Map task in parallel. The
output of Map tasks will be shuffled by the framework,
and then the intermediate results will be input to the
Reduce tasks. Usually the input and output of tasks will
be stored in a distributed file system (Hadoop Distributed
File System HDFS) and the task scheduling and
monitoring of the framework are implemented by Master
node (jobtracker). MapReduce framework and HDFS are
running on the same set of nodes. That is, computation
nodes and storage nodes are usually in together. This
configuration allows the framework to schedule tasks on
data nodes (tasktracker) efficiently, and improves network
bandwidth utilization of the whole cluster.
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Figure 4 System Architectural Model
As we have already seen that disadvantages of FP-Growth
algorithm are overcome by changing its tree data
structure into Binary Decision Diagrams. Also it is seen
that the diagram can further be reduced using reduction
rule and forming a Zero-Suppressed Binary Decision
Diagram. The representation of it is stored in the form of
a bitmap array.
The above mentioned system is to be run on single
machine first. Then we apply concept of MapReduce to
ZBDD. In which, the datasets are divided into equal sub
datasets. We use three MapReduce functions as we need
to read few intermediate output files and operate on them.
The output of each slave is collected to the master
machine and depends on the support frequency master
shows output of frequent item sets.
Figure 4 shows the system which consists of two main
components which are Master and slaves. The user will
first enter the dataset file. Master will partition the dataset
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into fixed size blocks. Here we take 4 slaves for example.
Then master will transfer each partitioned dataset to the
respective slave. Each slave will receive this partitioned
dataset. Now the first MapReduce will take place. In this
job, slave maps each item and set it’s support frequency.
The output of this job goes to master and master will filter
these items according to minimum support frequency
required by user. Now this filtered data is transferred to
next MapReduce job, where each transaction of original
data is altered according to this filtered data. Master will
built a ZBDD based on this altered transactions and mine
this Graph. The mined closed frequent itemsets are
transferred as input to next MapReduce job. Here, final
output is generated according to minimum support
frequency.
4.2Advantages of the System
Our approach is slight modification of already existing
frequent itemset mining from ZBDD.
 Parallel mining works efficiently in terms of reducing
load on single machine as well as reducing total time
required.
 The Zero-suppressed Binary Decision Diagram
generates faster structure than prefix trees.
 The data structure is smaller as identical nodes are
merged.
 Our approach only mines closed frequent itemsets.
This reduces time required to traverse tree as well as
memory required to store mined frequent itemsets.
 Closed frequent itemsets are more efficient to use
than that of all frequent itemsets as the number of
frequent itemsets can be numerous in size and
sometimes user only needs itemsets containing items
with higher support count.

5. ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
5.1Computational Algorithm
Main() function runs on Master node and all the
mapreduce jobs runs on slaves. Figure 5 shows the
dataflow of algorithm.
Master Node:
Input: Dataset and minimum support frequency.
 Step 1: Split the dataset according to it’s block size
among number of slaves.
Slave Node: Job 1 (TokenizerMapper and Reducer)
 Step 2: Count support frequency of each item and
remove those items whose support frequency is less
than that of minimum support frequency specified by
the user.
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Figure 5 Dataflow of Algorithmic Approach
Master Node:
 Step 3: Sort all the items according to their support
frequency (ItemOrder).
Slave Node: Job 2 (TreeMapper and Reducer)
 Step 4: Filter and organize each transaction from the
original dataset according to ItemOrder.
 Step 5: Remove redundancy by adding support count
of duplicate ordered transactions.
Master Node:
 Step 6: Construct a ZBDD using these ordered
transaction one by one.
 Step 7: Mine all closed frequent itemsets from
ZBDD by traversing each node’s high path and low
path (freq_itemsets).
Slave Node:
 Step 8: Calculate support frequency for each itemset
from freq_itemsets by checking it’s presence in
orederd transactions.
 Step 9: Remove itemsets whose support frequency is
less than minimum support frequency required by
user.
Master Node:
 Step 10: Merge frequent itemsets from all the slave
nodes and display the output.
5.2Pseudo Code for Algorithm
Main()
{ Input: dataset D, min_support;
//Job 1: find support for each item
TokenizerMapper(){
// Map each item
context.write(item, 1);}
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TokenizerReducer(){
//Remove redundancy
context.write(item, sum);}// end of Job 1
get_freq_items(String path){
Hashtable<String, Integer> itemset;// stores each item
and it’s support frequency
String itemOrder; // stores items according to decreasing
support frequency }
// Job 2: find ordered transactions from original dataset
TreeMapper(){
for each transaction in D{
for each item in itemOrder{
if (present)
write to OrderedItems[];
next item;
else
next item;}}
String str  (String) OrderedItems[];
context.write(str, 1);}
TreeReducer(){
//remove redunadancy
context.write(str, sum);}//end of Job 2
Hashset<String>
get_results(String
path,
string
itemOrder[], int min_support){
Hashtable<String, Integer> item_transac;
// contains ordered transaction and it’s support frequency
ZddTree = zdd.union(ZddTree, str);
//construct ZBDD for each ordered transaction
Hashset<String> freq_itemsets;
//contains frequent itemsets mined from ZBDD
freq_itemsets
=
mine_deep(ZddTree,
null,
freq_itemsets,itemOrder)
return freq_itemsets;}
Hashset<String> mine_deep(int zd, String prefix, Hashset
items, itemOrder){
high = high node of (zd);
low = low node of (zd);
var = prefix + itemOrder[variable of (zd)];
push var to items;
if(var.length() > 1){
for(j = 1 ; j< var.length(); j++){
add(var.subString(j, var.length()));}}
if(last low node){
mine_deep(low, prefix, items, itemOrder);}
if(last high node){
mine_deep(high, var, items, itemOrder);}
return items;}
//Job 3: find frequent itemsets with support greater than
or equal to min_support
ItemMapper{
For each itmset{
For each ordered transaction{
if(present)
context.write(itemset, 1);
else
next itemset;}}}
ItemReducer{
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//remove redundancy and remove items whose
support
less than min_support
context.write(itemset, sum);}//end of Job 3
Output: Frequent itemsets with support greater than
min_support
}

6. RESULTS
6.1Working of Algorithm using Example
Table 1 shows the dataset we are using as input to our
system. Minimum support frequency is considered as 3.
Table 1: General Dataset
TID

Transactions

1

f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p

2

a, b, c, f, l, m, o

3

b, f, h, j, o

4

b, c, k, s, p

5

a, f, c, e, l, p, m, n

After job 1 is finished, the output can be seen as table 2. It
contains the items with support frequency greater than or
equal to minimum support frequency.
Table 2: Frequent Items
Item

Support
Frequency

a

3
3
4
4
3
3

b
c
f
m
p

After job 2 is finished, the output can be seen as table 3. It
contains the ordered transactions containing only items
present in table 2.
Table 3: Ordered Transactions
Ordered
Transactions
c, b, p

f, b
f, c, m, a, p
f, c, m, b, a

Support
Frequency

1
1
2
1

The Zero-suppressed binary decision diagram (ZBDD)
created using ordered transactions from table 3 is shown
in figure 6.
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Table 5: Performance Analysis
Dataset
Size
(MB)

Minimum
Support
Frequency

Time for
Single
Machine
(sec)

Time for
Two Slave
Machines
(sec)

1.6

25000

3.1
6.3
12.5

50000
100000
200000

69
72
92
115

76
111
78
89

Based on the total time required for system to get the
desired output on single as well as distributed
environment, the graph shown in figure 7 and 8 is plot.

Figure 7 Bar Chart
Figure 6 Zero-suppressed Binary Decision Diagram
All the closed frequent itemsets mined from ZBDD are
as,
Freq_itemsets={ cb, cmba, fcmb, fcma, bp, ma, mb, map,
fcmba, f, fcmap, ba, b, c, cbp, a, fcm, mba, m, fb, cmb,
cm, ap, p, cmap, cma}
The output of job 3 i.e. final output of system is showm
in table 4. It contains the closed frequent itemsets whose
support frequency is greater than or equal to minimum
support frequency.
Table 4: Closed Frequent Itemsets
Closed Frequent
Itemsets

Support
Frequency

c, m

3
3
3

f, c
f, c, m

6.2Performance Analysis
We tested our system performance by using input datasets
of different sizes. We used 1.6 Mb, 3.1 Mb, 6.3 Mb and
12.5 Mb datasets for this. The time required for all these
datasets are shown in table 5 according to single machine
environment and two slave environment. The minimum
supports given to all these datasets are also shown.
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Figure 8 Performance Graph
It is observed that for small size of dataset, the time
required to carry out whole approach on single machine
environment is less than that on distributed environment
using two slaves. Here, we can say that, single machine
environment is efficient for smaller datasets. But as the
dataset sizes goes on increasing, the time required by
system on distributed environment is less than that of
single machine environment. So the system proposed by
us is very efficient for mining closed frequent itemsets
from big data.
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7. CONCLUSION
Our system is efficient in data structure as well as
performance. The improvement in itemsets mining from
ZBDD instead of prefix trees and mining only closed
frequent itemsets instead of whole lot gives remarkable
advantages. Also we used distributed parallel mining
approach which reduces load as well as time required to
perform operations on big data.
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